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MPG/Big  Idea: State Standard:
MPG2:  Develop  skills  in  music  reading 9,1
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Enduring  Understandings:
1.  Music  reading  skills  provide the  basis for creating,  understanding  and  performing  music
5.  Knowledge of vocal  and  instrumental techniques are  necessary to  properly produce quality music

Essential  Questions:
1.  What is  music?

Knowledge:
1,  Music can  be  individualized  using  changes  in  dynamics  and tempo
2.  Performing  with  musical  expression  is a  key component in  making  music  unique
1.  Beat and  rhythm  are different
2.  Instrumental  performance  requires a  combination  of elemental  skills

Skills:

Expression: Style, Dynamics, Tempo
3.  Demonstrate gradual and  sudden  changes in
tempo (accelerando/ritardando)

Rhythm: Beat, Meter, Duration, Rhythmic
Pattern
1.  Demonstrate steady beat, strong  beats, the off-
beat and simple  rhythmic patterns

Instrumental Ski]Is
1.  Play instruments  independently and  confidently
while other students sing or play contrasting  parts

Procedure:
1.  Demonstrate this as a  game.  (Rapid Jingle
Bells)

2,  Have the class echo  back on the words "Jingle
Bells"

3.  Have the class perform  a  hammer motion
(three quarter notes) while singing the words
4.  play a  sleigh  bell  while they practice the quarter
note pattern
5.  Play the  motion  with them  on  "Jingle  Bells"  and

you  will  say this while they  play  "Jin-gle  Bells
6.  Learn  the following  pattern:
tap-tap-tap,  tap-tap-tap  Oingle  bells, jingle  bells)
hold  Oingle  all  the way)

pass on the following words:
Way
fun
ride
oh
hey!
Whoever has the bells on the final ``hey'' is out
9.  If the student is caught not playing on the beat



on the current tempo, that person  is "out"
10.  Continue  until  one  person  is the  "winner"
11.  If you  have a  disciplined  class,  use  2  or 3  bells
moving  at once.  Good  luck it can  be quite fast

paced!

Assessment:
-active  participation


